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SCHOLARSHIPS/PSAT 

 

 

Scholarships 

There are dozens of local and regional scholarships 

available for our students.  We are continually updating 

our database.  To view a list of anticipated scholarships 

go to your Naviance home page, click on the “Colleges” 

tab and then scroll down and click on the Scholarship 

List.  Hard copies of all scholarships will be available in 

the counseling office. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PSAT 

The PSAT will be offered at Upper St. Clair High School on Saturday, October 18, 2014.  

Students can pick up a registration form in the counseling office or download the form 

from the counseling page of the high school home page.  The fee is $40 until Friday, 

October 3rd.  Beginning Monday, October 4th, the stand by registration fee is $55.  We 

recommend that all juniors and sophomores consider taking the PSAT as practice for 

the SAT.  Please see your counselor if you have any questions. 

 

If a student cannot take the PSAT on October 18th, he/she can arrange to take it on 

Wednesday morning, October 15th at Seton-La Salle High School in Mt. Lebanon.  The 

student is responsible for his/her own transportation.  Contact Mr. Tim Zugates,       

Director of Guidance, Seton-La Salle HS, at 412-561-3583 x118 to sign up. 
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SHOULD EVERYONE GO TO COLLEGE? 
 

Higher wages? Unnecessary debt? Or is there more to con-

sider than finances?  

 

Emerging adults have 

difficult decisions to make 

regarding higher          

education. Proponents of      

college education tell us a 

degree means higher 

wages, while skeptics say 

educational expenses and 

delays in earning wages 

make college a poor    

investment. It’s true:   

College is increasingly 

expensive and stressful 

as students try to compete with greater numbers of their peers 

to get into reputable schools, they face mental health prob-

lems at alarming rates, graduates face crushing debt, and the 

job market for college grads is bleak. Why should any of us 

want to endure college?  

 

Is higher education even a good investment? College is usually 

not job training- with notable exceptions like teaching degrees, 

engineering, and nursing. Studying English or art or math is 

rarely enough to qualify new graduates for specific careers. 

And even for those who graduate with credentials qualifying 

them for jobs, successfully graduating college never guaran-

tees employment. Why bother with an expensive bachelor’s 

degree when technical schools train students for careers with 

less investment of time or money?  

 

In order to weigh to pros and cons, emerging adults need to 

consider the benefits of a college education beyond career 

and finances. College may be a step toward your growing ma-

turity.  

 

Psychological benefits of college: 

 

A place to explore the self 

 

One of the major tasks of young adulthood is “finding” oneself. 

But it’s hard to find yourself while steeped in the identity the 

family assigns. Likewise, it can be difficult to explore self-

identity while working at a low paying job and struggling to pay 

the bills. For many, college provides an opportunity to explore 

the self away from family, without all the pressures of adult 

responsibility. Attending traditional college can be a chance to 

break away from parents and explore one’s self while still 

benefitting from parental support. Young adults discover their 

beliefs separate from the family, and then build relationship 

styles and vocations. They can experience a sense of inde-

pendence without taking on the full range of pressures of 

adult responsibility.  

 

 

 

A place to grow before solidly setting down roots for an adult 

life 

 

College often serves as a stage in between adolescence of 

independent adulthood. College students take on some of the 

responsibilities of independence, like making meals and man-

aging time. But they don’t have to make big life choices, like 

choosing careers, until later. College provides a phase in be-

tween adolescence and adulthood, neatly demarcated by the 

years in school. By the end of the education, young adults are 

more ready to face big life decisions. 

 

Learning how to learn, rather than being taught 

 

In high school, students are often fed information by teachers 

and then asked to repeat it back for exams. In college, learn-

ing is an increasingly solitary activity. Students attend classes 

and then read and prepare for exams without much guidance. 

Alone in the library, students learn which information is pre-

ferred test material. They structure their study hours without 

many daily assignments as guideposts. College students teach 

themselves the material.  

 

The opportunity to become a lifetime learner 

 

As students choose a course of study through the selection of 

a major, they gain the opportunity to become lifetime learners. 

Colleges and universities afford students the chance to ex-

plore the concepts for which they have an interest or an apti-

tude rather than requiring every student to learn foundational 

material. Many students become more engaged and excited 

learners when they focus in their interests.  

 

Exposure to students from diverse cultural backgrounds 

 

Colleges and universities draw students from diverse back-

grounds. Students come from urban and rural areas near and 

far, and there are commonly students from a variety of foreign 

lands. Exposure to cultural diversity can enhance tolerance 

and international cultural awareness, positives for any well-

adjusted young adult. 

 

College is about more than academics, but it still may not be 

the best route for every young adult. As young adults consider 

whether college a good investment, you may also consider 

how you can explore your self-identity, learn to learn independ-

ently, and have exposure to cultural diversity through venues 

other than college. Many young adults mature through other 

means, such as time in the armed services, living away from 

parents and working, and learning cultural values from the 

family. 

Source:  Psychology Today  
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How to Help a Grieving Teen 
 

What is it like for teenagers when someone close to them dies? How do they respond to the death of a parent, a 

sibling, a relative, a friend? 

In our work with teenagers, we’ve learned that teens respond better to adults who choose to be companions on the 

grief journey rather than direct it. We have also discovered that adult companions need to be aware of their own 

grief issues and journeys because their experiences and beliefs impact the way they relate to teens. 

 

Six Basic Principles of Teen Grief 

1. Grieving is the teen’s natural reaction to a death. Grief is a natural reaction to death and other losses. However, 

grieving does not feel natural because it may be difficult to control the emotions, thoughts, or physical feelings as-

sociated with a death. The sense of being out of control that is often a part of grief may overwhelm or frighten 

some teens. Grieving is normal and healthy, yet may be an experience teens resist and reject. Helping teens accept 

the reality that they are grievers allows them to do their grief work and to progress in their grief journey. 

 

 

2. Each teen’s grieving experience is unique. Grieving is a different experience for each person. Teens grieve for 

different lengths of time and express a wide spectrum of emotions. Grief is best understood as a process in which 

bodily sensations, emotions, thoughts, and behaviors surface in response to the death, its circumstances, the past 

relationship with the deceased and the realization of the future without the person. For example, sadness and cry-

ing may be an expression of grief for one teen, while another may respond with humor and laughter. 

“I hate it when people think I should be grieving according to the ‘stages’ described in some high-school health 

book. Since my sister’s death I’ve learned that grief isn’t five simple stages.” Kimberly, 17 

While many theories and models of the grieving process provide a helpful framework, the path itself is an individual 

one, and often lonely. No book or grief therapist can predict or prescribe exactly what a teen will or should go 

through on the grief journey. Adults can best assist grieving teenagers by accompanying them on their journey in 

the role of listener and learner, and by allowing the teen to function as a teacher. 

 

 

3. There are no “right” and “wrong” ways to grieve. Sometimes adults express strong opinions about “right” or 

“wrong” ways to grieve. But there is no correct way to grieve. Coping with a death does not follow a simple pattern 

or set of rules nor is it a course to be evaluated or graded. 

There are, however, “helpful” and “unhelpful” choices and behaviors associated with the grieving process. Some 

behaviors are constructive and encourage facing grief, such as talking with trusted friends, journaling, creating art, 

and expressing emotion rather than holding it inside. Other grief responses are destructive and may cause long-

term complications and consequences. For example, some teens attempt to escape their pain through many of the 

same escape routes adults choose: alcohol and substance abuse, reckless sexual activity, antisocial behaviors, 

withdrawal from social activities, excessive sleeping, high risk-taking behaviors, and other methods that temporarily 

numb the pain of their loss. 

“My friend went crazy into drugs, sex, and skipping school after her boyfriend got killed in a skiing accident. She 

stopped talking about him. Now she’s kicked out of school and is pregnant by a guy she hates. Since my            

boyfriend’s car accident, I know what can happen if I make wrong choices like her.” Sara, 18 
 

 

 

 

Continued on next page 
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How to Help a Grieving Teen  (cont.) 

 

4. Every death is unique and is experienced differently. The way teens grieve differs according to personality and 

the particular relationship they had with the deceased. They typically react in different ways to the death of a      

parent, sibling, grandparent, child, or friend. For many teens, peer relationships are primary. The death or loss of a 

boyfriend or girlfriend may seem to affect them more than the death of a sibling or grandparent. 

“Expect the unexpected. Emily actually danced and sang after I told her that her mother died. I was shocked. Later 

I realized the relief we both felt. The relationship had been filled with her alcoholism, lies and illness.” Father of 

Emily, 17 

Within a family each person may mourn differently at different times. One may be talkative, another may tend to cry 

often, and a third might withdraw. This can generate a great deal of tension and misunderstanding within the     

already stressed family. Each person’s responses to death should be honored as his or her way of coping in that 

moment. Keep in mind that responses may change from day to day or even from hour to hour. 

5. The grieving process is influenced by many issues. The impact of a death on a teen relates to a combination of 

factors including: 

* Social support systems available for the teen (family, friends and/or community) 

* Circumstances of the death - how, where and when the person died 

* Whether or not the young person unexpectedly found the body 

* The nature of the relationship with the person who died - harmonious, abusive, conflictual, unfinished,                        

communicative 

* The teen’s level of involvement in the dying process 

* The emotional and developmental age of the teen  

* The teen’s previous experiences with death 

6. Grief is ongoing. Grief never ends, but it does change in character and intensity. Many grievers have compared 

their grieving to the constantly shifting tides of the ocean; ranging from calm, low tides to raging high tides that 

change with the seasons and the years. 

“I’ve had people say that you’ve got to go on, you’ve got to get over this. I just want to shout, ‘You’re wrong! Grief 

never ends.’ I don’t care what they say.” Philip, 13 

Source:  Helping Teens Cope with Death by The Dougy Center  
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TOP 7 QUALITIES EMPLOYERS ARE LOOKING FOR IN CANDIDATES 

TOP 7 QUALITIES EMPLOYERS ARE LOOKING FOR IN CANDIDATES 

 

There are three Cs to getting the kind of job you want and earning the kind 

of money you want to earn. These three Cs basically remain constant 

throughout your working career.  

They are contacts, credibility, and competence. 

 

Do You Have the Right Contacts? 

First, the more contacts you have in the marketplace, the more likely it is 

you will find the job you want. The more people you know and who know you, 

the more likely it is you will uncover one of the 85 percent or more of job 

openings that are never listed anywhere. 

This is why it is so important for you to network continually. Join clubs and 

associations. Ask people for referrals and references. Tell your friends, relatives, and associates that you are in the 

market for a new job. Make sure that everyone you know is aware that you are available and looking for a job.   

Nothing is more important than your circle of contacts. The great majority of jobs that are filled in the hidden job 

market are filled because someone knows someone. And you can expand your range of contacts just by telling peo-

ple that you are available and asking for their help and their advice. 

 

Your Reputation Is Important 

The second C is credibility. This is made up of your reputation and your character. Your credibility is the most impor-

tant single quality about you in terms of getting recommendations and referrals from your contacts. 

Make sure that everything you do is consistent with the highest ethical standards. Make sure that you never say or 

do anything that could be misconstrued by anyone as anything other than excellent conduct and behavior. 

Remember, people will only recommend you for a job opening if they are completely confident that they will not end 

up looking foolish as a result of something you do or say. 

 

Be Good at What You Do 

The third C is competence. In the final analysis it is how good you are and how good you have been in your previous 

jobs that will determine, more than anything else, how good you can be at the job under consideration. Next to your 

character, your level of competence will be the single most important factor in determining your success in your 

career. This is why you must be continually working to maintain and upgrade your levels of competence through 

personal study all your working life. 

 

7 Qualities Most in Demand: 

Every employer has had a certain amount of experience with both good and bad employees. For this reason every 

employer has a pretty good idea of what he or she wants more of. Here are the big seven: 

 

1. The first quality that employers look for is intelligence. 

In every study, it has been found that fully 76 percent of the productivity and contribution of an employee will be 

determined by his or her level of intelligence. Intelligence in this sense means the ability to plan, to organize, to set 

priorities, to solve problems, and to get the job done. Intelligence refers to your level of common sense and your 

practical ability to deal with the day-to-day challenges of the job. The key to demonstrating your intelligence is for 

you to ask intelligent questions. One of the hallmarks of intelligence that is immediately evident is curiosity. The 

more you ask good questions and listen to the answers, the smarter you appear. 

Continued on next page 

http://theundercoverrecruiter.com/top-7-qualities-employers-are-looking-candidates/
http://theundercoverrecruiter.com/top-7-qualities-employers-are-looking-candidates/
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TOP 7 QUALITIES EMPLOYERS ARE LOOKING FOR IN CANDIDATES  (cont) 

2. The second quality sought by employers is leadership ability. 

Leadership is the willingness and the desire to accept responsibility for results. It’s the ability to take charge, to vol-

unteer for assignments, and to accept accountability for achieving the required results of those assignments. 

The mark of the leader is that he or she does not make excuses. You demonstrate your willingness to be a leader in 

the organization by offering to take charge of achieving company goals and then committing yourself to performing 

at high levels. 

 

3. Integrity is the third quality sought by employers. 

It’s probably the most important single quality for long-term success in life and at work. Integrity begins by being 

true to yourself. This means that you are perfectly honest with yourself and in your relationships with others. You 

are willing to admit your strengths and weaknesses. You are willing to admit where you have made mistakes in the 

past. Especially, you demonstrate loyalty. You never say anything negative about a previous employer or a person 

whom you have worked with or for. Even if you were fired from a previous job, never say anything negative or criti-

cal. 

 

4. The fourth quality that employers look for is likability. 

Employers like people who are warm, friendly, easygoing, and cooperative with others. Employers are looking for 

people who can join the team and be part of the work family. 

Men and women with good personalities are invariably more popular and more effective at whatever they do. 

Teamwork is the key to business success. Your experience in working as part of a team in the past and your willing-

ness to work as part of a team in the future can be among the most attractive things about you in applying for a 

job. 

 

5. Competence is the fifth quality sought by employers. 

We spoke about this earlier. Competence is terribly important to your success. It is really the foundation of every-

thing that happens to you in your career. 

In its simplest terms, competence is the ability to get the job done. It is the ability to set priorities, to separate the 

relevant from the irrelevant tasks, and then to concentrate single-mindedly until the job is complete. 

 

6. Courage is the sixth quality that employers look for. 

This is the willingness to take risks. Courage also means the willingness to accept challenges, the willingness to 

take on big jobs or even new jobs where there is a high degree of uncertainty and the possibility of failure. 

Courage also means the willingness to speak up and say exactly what you think and feel in a difficult situation. Em-

ployers admire men and women who are not afraid to speak their minds. And you demonstrate this in a job inter-

view when you ask frank and direct questions about the company, the position, and the future that you might have 

with the organization. 

 

7. The final quality employers look for is inner strength. 

Inner strength means that you have the determination and the ability to persevere in the face of adversity. Inner 

strength means that you have the quality of persistence when the going gets rough. You demonstrate inner 

strength when you remain calm, cool, and relaxed during the job interview. If you are calm and cool during the inter-

view, it is a good indication that you will be calm and cool in the inevitable crises that occur during the day-to- day 

operations of the company.  Above all, it is your character, which is the sum total of all your positive qualities, that 

will have the greatest impact on whether you get the job you want. Your job now is to continue working on your 

character by practicing the behaviors of top people at every opportunity. 

Source:  Brian Tracy 

http://theundercoverrecruiter.com/top-7-qualities-employers-are-looking-candidates/
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Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) 
 

"Claire" began her sophomore year in high school eager to make new 

friends and committed to doing well in her classes. Then, as winter ap-

proached and the days grew shorter, Claire noticed that she needed 

more sleep than usual. Even after sleeping more, she had no energy 

and felt fatigued, moody, and depressed. 

 

When she tried to write articles for the school paper, something that 

normally came easy for her, Claire had trouble concentrating. She 

started to miss deadlines. When it came time to print the newspaper, 

Claire had no articles to turn in. Over the next two months, friends 

stopped calling her. When Claire complained that no one invited her to 

sit with them at football games or attend weekend sleepovers, her   

parents became concerned. 

 

Over the winter break, Claire had an appointment with her doctor. Claire told her doctor how tired she felt. She said 

no matter how much she slept, it was never enough to end her fatigue and sad mood. She also mentioned that she 

had gained weight since August, and that her appetite for carbs, especially chips and cookies, had greatly           

increased.  

 

After doing a physical exam, Claire’s doctor ruled out other problems that cause fatigue and mood changes and 

diagnosed Claire with seasonal affective disorder, or SAD. 

 

 

What Causes Seasonal Affective Disorder? 

Seasonal affective disorder, also referred to as winter or seasonal depression, is a syndrome with depression that 

starts and ends at the same time each year. 

 

There are two types of SAD:  fall-onset SAD and summer-onset SAD. The fall-onset type, often called "winter depres-

sion," is more recognized. With less sunlight during these two seasons, some people who are predisposed to      

depression may be more likely to develop an episode.  While the neurobiological causes of SAD are not well-

established, it is thought that brain areas which regulate mood and operate using the neurotransmitter serotonin 

may not function properly.  The National Institutes of Health estimates that more than 36 million Americans suffer 

seasonal depression that occurs in the fall. 

 

Hormones manufactured in the brain that are affected by sunlight exposure may play a role in the development of 

SAD and its symptoms of depressed mood, fatigue, carbohydrate cravings, and weight gain. Because foods high in 

carbohydrates (like chips, pretzels, and cookies) boost serotonin, it is thought that they have a soothing effect on 

the body and mind. 

 

SAD usually starts in young adulthood. It is more common in females than in males. Some teens with SAD have 

very mild symptoms and just feel out-of-sorts or irritable. Others have more serious symptoms that interfere with 

relationships and schoolwork. 

 

Because the lack of daylight during wintertime is related to SAD, it is seldom found in countries within 30 degrees 

of the equator, where the sun shines year round. 

Continued on next page 
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Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) (cont.) 

Symptoms of SAD 

 

If you have SAD that begins in the fall, like Claire’s, you might have the following symptoms: 

 

 Increased need for sleep 

 Increased appetite with carbohydrate craving 

 Weight gain 

 Irritability 

 Inability to concentrate 

 Problems with relationships (being sensitive to rejection) 

 A heavy feeling in arms or legs 

 

The times you've been depressed during the fall/winter season outnumbering the times you've been depressed at 

other times over your lifetime.  When SAD begins in the spring or summer months, teens might have symptoms of 

depression such as weight loss, decreased need for sleep, and poor appetite. 

 

What Are the Treatments for SAD? 

There are different treatments for SAD, depending on the severity of the symptoms. If you have another type of 

depression or bipolar disorder, the treatment may be different. 

Many doctors recommend that patients with SAD try to get outside early in the morning to increase their exposure 

to natural light. If this is impossible during dark winter months, antidepressant medications and/or light therapy 

(phototherapy) may be used. Light therapy involves a full-spectrum light that is shined directly into your eyes. 

 

How Does Light Therapy Work for SAD? 

With light therapy for SAD, you sit about 2 feet from a bright light (about 20 times brighter than normal room light-

ing). You start with one 10-minute to 15-minute session per day. The time is then increased to 30 minutes-45  

minutes a day, depending on your response. Some teens recover within days using light therapy; others take 

much longer. 

 

If the SAD symptoms don't stop, your doctor may increase the light therapy sessions to twice daily. Those who   

respond to light therapy are encouraged to continue until they can be out in the sunshine again in springtime. 

Light therapy alone may not be enough to relieve SAD. Since SAD is a form of major depression, an antidepressant 

may be helpful. 

 

Some researchers link SAD to the natural hormone melatonin, which causes drowsiness. Because light modifies 

the amount of melatonin in the human nervous system and boosts serotonin to the brain, light therapy has an  

antidepressant effect. When light strikes the eye's retina, a process in the body decreases the secretion of        

melatonin. 

 

When Should I Call My Doctor About SAD? 

If you have feelings of depression, fatigue, and irritability that come at the same time each year, you may have a 

form of SAD. Talk openly with your doctor about your feelings. Follow the doctor’s recommendations for lifestyle 

changes and/or treatment if you have SAD. 

If your health care provider recommends light therapy, ask if they provide light boxes for patients with SAD. You 

can also rent or purchase a light box, but they are expensive and health insurance companies do not usually cover 

them. While side effects are minimal with light therapy, be cautious if you have sensitive skin or have a tendency 

toward mania (feeling elated, excited, and unable to sleep). 

Source:  http://teens.webmd.com/seasonal-affective-disorder?page=2 
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We’re on the Web! 

www.uscsd.k12.pa.us 

Upper St. Clair High School 
Counseling Department 
1825 McLaughlin Run Rd 
Upper St. Clair, PA  15241 
Phone: 412-833-1600 
Fax:  412-851-2069 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

   1 2 

 

Natural Helpers 
Survey 

3 

 

PSAT late           
registration     
deadline 

4 

 

5 6 

 

 

7 

 

Joint College Fair 
@ Peters Town-
ship High School 
6:30pm 

8 

 

9 10 

 

Half Day for      
Students 

11:00 dismissal 

11 

 

SAT @ alternate 
location 

12 13 

 

14 15 

 

PSAT alternate 
date/location 

16 17 

 

18 

 

PSAT @ USCHS 

8:30am 

19 

 

20 21 

 

22 

 

23 

 

Natural Helpers 
Retreat 

24 

1st Marking Period 
Ends 

25 

ACT @ alternate 
location  

26 

 

27 

 

No School 

Teacher Inservice 

28 

 

No School 

Teacher Inservice 

29 30 31   

COUNSELING CALENDAR                                                 October  2014 

SELECTIVE SERVICE REGISTRATION 
Federal law requires all young men to register for Selective Service within 30 days of their 18th birthday.  Registration information can be 
obtained on-line at www.sss.gov. 

Dates are subject to change as necessary. 

DATES TO REMEMBER 
SAT I and SAT Subject Tests Dates SAT I and SAT Subject Tests 

Regular Registration Deadline 

SAT I and SAT Subject Tests 

Late Registration Deadline 

October 11, 2014 September 12, 2014 September 30, 2014 

November 8, 2014 October 9, 2014 October 28, 2014 

December 6, 2014 November 6, 2014 November 24, 2014 

January 24, 2015 December 29, 2014 January 13, 2015 

March 14, 2105 February 13, 2015 March 3, 2015 

May 2, 2015 April 6, 2015 April 21, 2015 

June 6, 2015 May 8, 2015 May 27, 2015 

ACT Test Date ACT Registration Deadline ACT Late Registration     

Deadline 

October 15, 2014 September 19, 2014 October 17, 2014 

December 13, 2014 November 7, 2014 December 5, 2014 

February 7, 2015 January 9, 2015 January 30, 2015 

April 18, 2015 March 13, 2015 April 10, 2015 

June 13, 2015 May 8, 2015 June 5, 2015 

Follow us on Twitter  

for updates! 

@USCHS Counseling 


